we’re in it for life, that is, if you are…
the kaboodle advantage
At kaboodle we offer a 10 year warranty on all cabinets,
hinges and drawer runners, handles, doors and panels
and laminate benchtops in our range. We do know
however, that if products are well cared for – they’ll
last a lifetime. That’s why we’re confident in offering
the kaboodle lifetime advantage.
The kaboodle lifetime advantage means that we
will extend the warranty on the structural integrity
of our cabinets for the entire time you own and live
in your home.
So that’s it, as your family grows, so will our support.
That’s the kaboodle lifetime advantage and our way
of saying thanks for letting us be a part of your family.

tested, tested & re-tested
We are also proud to be one of a small number
of manufacturers who have had selected cabinets
tested and certified to the stringent requirements
of the Australian Furnishing Research and Development
Institute. AFRDI testing includes rigorous tests and
assessment on construction, durability, safety, strength
and choice of components used in domestic kitchens
and are based on the Australian/New Zealand
Standard AS/NZS 4386.1.

cabinet frames tested
for strength and durability

to test shelf supports, 30kg
of weight is placed on the shelf,
while a 1.7kg steel bar is tipped
over close to the shelf supports
to make sure they don’t break
or dislodge

We recommend when researching
and buying your new kitchen to look
for the AFRDI tick.
note: Selected cabinets using standard
hardware have been tested to meet the
AFRDI tick. Please contact our customer
service hotline on 1800 666 078 for
more information.

16mm solid backs

35kg of weight is placed
on top of the shelf to test
for bowing

doors are opened and closed
40,000 times to test for wear
and fatigue

adjustable feet
for easy levelling

100kg of weight is applied to the base of the
cabinet to test for strength and durability
If you choose drawer cabinets, rest assured these are just as tough. Our drawer runners are loaded
with up to 26kg of weight and are opened and closed 80,000 times to test for wear and fatigue.

